Comments on the revised manuscript.

Although quite some errors have been removed, still the English used could be better. Below a number of suggestions to improve the text.

Page 1 line 7 at the end: *In* the design phase

Line 12: add *the* between with and RFOIL

Line 31: exchange the comma with *and*, move *correctly* to the end of the sentence

Page 2 line 68: add *was* behind *what*

Page 3 line 102: *intended?*, probably here it is *regarded*

Line 130: move *an airfoil…..stall* to behind *using*

Page 4 line 144: *introduces*, Rephrase the rest of the sentence

Page 6 line 217: same = comparable

Page 8 line 264: move *impossible* to the end of the sentence. Do the same with *difficult* in the next sentence

Line 263: roughness=fixed transition (or: transition close to the leading edge), remove the comma behind transition

Page 9 line 280: remove *it* and move *can be noticed* to behind *transition*

Line 281: is=being

Document: do not use *power peak* but rather use *maximum power* or *peak power*

Page 15: remove the words *visible* and *visibly*